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Abstract: This paper studies the effects of symmetrical voltage sags on the operational
characteristics of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) by Finite Element
Method (FEM). Voltage sags may cause high torque pulsations which can damage the shaft
or equipment connected to the motor. By recognizing the critical voltage sags, sags that
produce hazardous torque variations could be prevented. Simulations results will be
provided and the critical voltage sags are recognized. A simple theoretical analysis will also
be presented to obtain a qualitative understanding of the phenomena occurring in PMSM
during symmetrical voltage sags.
Keywords: Finite Element Method, Maxwell Software, Power Quality, Synchronous
Motors, Torque Pulsations, Transient Analysis, Voltage Sag.

1 Introduction1
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) is a
good choice in so many applications. Replacing
excitation winding of rotor with Permanent Magnets
(PM) makes these motors more efficient than their
excited counterparts. The most important advantages of
these motors are high efficiency, high power density,
low maintenance cost and low loss [1-3].
During the last years, the power quality has gained a
great importance for both customers and utilities [4-5].
Power networks may present many types of
disturbances, being the voltage sag the most common
type. Voltage sags (dips) are about 80 % of frequent
phenomena in power systems. The definition of voltage
sag is a transitory reduction (10 % to 90 %) in RMS of
supply voltage, which lasts from a half a cycle at power
supply frequency to one minute [6-7].
If a PMSM is subjected to voltage sags, severe
torque peaks may occur which may cause damage and
fatigue of the motor shaft or connected equipment. Also,
the voltage sag may cause motor disconnect and
shutdown by the action of the under-voltage or overcurrent protection relays [8]. In some applications, the
continuity and smoothness of process is important and
shutdown of the machine results in production losses
and implying large costs. Riding through voltage sags is
one way to avoid these unwanted stops [9-10]. In fact,
by changing the settings of the protection devices,
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dispensable disconnections can be avoided. In these
cases, the torque pulsations severity should be evaluated
to recognize the sags that motor can ride through them.
This paper investigates the symmetrical voltage sags
consequences on PMSM behavior. A qualitative method
called "stator flux trajectory analysis" is also presented
to show field parameters and the phenomenon occurring
in a PMSM during voltage sags. Critical characteristics
of voltage sags are obtained easily by some
mathematical equations. Finite Element Method (FEM)
is utilized to confirm the theoretical analysis and to
simulate the saturation effect on the behavior of
permanent magnet synchronous motor subjected to
voltage sags. The exact magnitudes of flux and torque
oscillation are estimated by the FEM.
2 The Governing Equations
Finite element method is a numerical technique for
solving problems with complicated geometries,
loadings, and material properties where analytical
solutions cannot be applied. The method is considered
to be the most accurate tool for obtaining the flux
density distribution and waveforms in electrical
machines. The basic concept is to model a structure by
dividing it into small segments called "Elements",
interconnected at points common to two or more
elements (nodes). The properties of the elements are
formulated as equilibrium equations. The equations for
the entire structure are obtained by combining the
equilibrium equation of each element such that
continuity is ensured at each node. The necessary
boundary conditions are then imposed and the equations
of equilibrium are solved to find the required variables.
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M is [11-12]:
The goveerning equatioon on a PMSM

∂A
1
− ( )∇2 A − σ v × (∇ × A) = −σ∇ϕ + ∇ × M
(1)
∂t
μ
0
where σ is thhe electrical coonductivity, µ0 is the magnnetic
permeability of free spaace, ν is the velocity of the
material withh respect to a given referennce frame, andd M
is the magnnetization veector. A is magnetic
m
vecctor
potential andd φ is electrric scalar pottential that thheir
relationshipss with other field variablles are givenn as
follows:
B = Δ× A
(2)
∂A
∇ϕ
E+
= −∇
(3)
∂t
where B is magnetic
m
flux density and E is electric field
fi
intensity.
To avoidd the velocity term in the above
a
equationn, a
Lagrangian coordinate syystem is usedd, in which the
variables aree fixed to the
t
materials and hence the
velocity is always
a
zero. Also,
A
given thhe assumptionn of
two-dimensioonal analysis,, the problem
m can be reduuced
to scalar forrm and the magnetic
m
vectoor potential A is
reduced to thhe z-axis scalaar Az:

σ

σ

∂Az
1
− ( )∇ 2 Az = −σ∇ϕ + ∇ × M
μ0
∂t

(a))

(b))

(4)

Eq. (4) is the basic governing equation
e
for the
problem thatt should be sollved by FEM..
3 Finite Ellement Analyysis
A 4-polee, 1.5 kW line-operated peermanent maggnet
synchronous motor is moddeled using Maxwell
M
software.
The 2D mottor structure and
a main dim
mensions and the
finite elemennt mesh generrated are show
wn in Fig. 1 and
the motor rattings and paraameters are givven in appenddix.
Due to symmetry, thee study of thee whole machhine
t a study onlyy one of the pole
p
structure cann be reduced to
of the motorr (One quarterr of the structture). This yieelds
the double addvantages:

(c))
Fig
g. 2 a) Torque b) speed c) phhase current off PMSM versuss
tim
me-sag depth h = 0.3, sag durattions: 1.5 and 2 cycles.

• The reductioon of the domaain to be analy
yzed, with thee
resultant reduuction of the ccalculation tim
me.
nalysis of thee
• The possibillity of a morre accurate an
remaining paart by increassing the numb
ber of meshess
in that part.
Before voltagge sag and at the steady staate conditions,,
ws one per unnit real poweer in nominall
thee motor draw
term
minal voltagee and at unityy power factorr. A constant-pow
wer mechaniical load haas been assu
umed in thee
sim
mulation. It is assumed that at the instant when the sagg
beg
gins, the voltaage of phase a is expressed by:

va (t ) = Vm cos(ωt + θ0 )

Fig. 1 PMSM structure and main
m dimensionns.
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(5)

The other phhases should m
modify by ±12
20 shifting. θ0
is the
t voltage phase angle att the sag begiinning instantt
(in
nitial point of wave). It is assumed thatt voltage sagss
hav
ve a rectanguular shape. Reectangular volltage sag is a
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momentary voltage drop to a fixed level in the RMS
value and immediately restoration of the voltage level to
the pre sag voltage level (1.0 pu) sometime later. This
shape is very often used in simulations as it is very
simple to use and it represents the worst case [13-14].
Symmetrical three phase voltage sag of magnitude h has
been considered. In this paper, sag magnitude, h, is the
net root mean square (rms) voltage in percentage or per
unit of system rated voltage.
Fig. 2 shows torque, speed and phase current
variations, before, during and after two voltage sags of
amplitude h = 0.3 and durations of 1.5 and 2 cycles

occurring at the motor terminal. The voltage sag begins
at the time t = 7.08 sec. The initial point of voltage wave
is assumed -78.
As it is seen from Fig. 2, there are two important
instants where the severity of torque pulsations may be
large: at the sag beginning and at the instant of voltage
restoration. The post sag peak torque has a high value
for the sag duration 1.5 cycles while it has a relatively
smaller value for the sag duration of 2 cycles. The
pattern of speed changes is opposite to that of torque
variations due to assumption of constant power
mechanical load.

(a) Steady state conditions

Sag durations: 1.5 cycles

Sag durations: 2 cycles

Sag durations: 1.5 cycles

Sag durations: 2 cycles

(b) At the instant of sag beginning
(c) At the instant of voltage restoration
Fig. 3 Flux density distribution at (a): steady state conditions and at the instants of (b): sag beginning and (c): voltage restoration –
sag depth h=0.3, sag durations: 1.5 and 2 cycles.
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On the other hand, the pattern of the variations of the
peaks of the phase current with the sag durations is
similar to that of the change of the peaks of the post sag
air-gap torque.
Fig. 3 shows the flux density distribution in the
motor at the steady state conditions and at the instants of
torque peaks occurring (h = 0.3, sag duration = 1.5 and
2 cycles). The figure depicts that at the instant of
voltage restoration, the stator flux density is
approximately the same as steady state condition flux
density when duration of voltage sag is 2 cycles. On the
other hand, the maximum of flux density has reached to
2.78 T which is approximately as two times as much as
in steady state when duration of voltage sag is 1.5
cycles. Obviously, in real machines, the flux cannot
reach to this level due to saturation.
Several simulations were carried out by the FEM
and the followings are the simulations results:
• Deeper voltage sags causes in general larger torque
peaks.
• The torque peak at the sag beginning does not
depend to the θ0 (the initial point of wave). It
depends only to the sag magnitude. In the other
words, for the symmetrical sags, the initial point-onwave has no influence on the torque peak at the
beginning on the sag.
• The torque peak at the end of the sag depends to the
duration of the sag. If the sag duration is a multiple
of the period time of the supply, the lowest
additional transients would occur. If the sag duration
is a multiple of the period time of the supply plus
half, the biggest torque peak would occur. In fact,
the change of this peak with the sag duration is
oscillatory with a frequency equal to the supply
frequency (50 Hz). The peak value also changes as a
function of the sag magnitude.
4 Stator Flux Trajectory Analyses: Simple
Theoretical Approach
In this section, a simplified theoretical analysis is
performed to obtain a qualitative understanding of the
phenomena occurring in PMSM during symmetrical
sags. In the analysis, the flux variations are calculated in
a complex plain (with d and q as axes) using the voltage
sag equations. For simplicity, the stator resistance and
saturation are neglected and the rotor speed is assumed
constant during the entire duration of the sag.
By applying Park transformation [15], symmetrical
voltage sag equations will be as follows:
Vq = hVm cos θ 0
Vd = hVm sin θ 0

(6)

V0 = 0

Prior to the sag and in a complex plain with d and q
axes as coordinates, the internal voltage of the machine
in the synchronous reference frame can be expressed as:
E s = jV m e j ( θ 0 + δ )
(7)
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The synchronous reference frame is assumed to lead
the stator reference frame by an angle γ. Consequently,
the internal voltage of the machine in the stator
reference frame is given by:

E ss = jVm e j (θ 0 + δ ) e j (ω t + γ )

(8)
where superscript s denotes stator reference frame. The
modulus of the stator flux linkage prior to the sag is ψs0
= Vm/ω. The stator flux in stator reference frame is thus
expressed as:
ψ ss = ψ ds + jψ qs
(9)
j (ω t +θ 0 )
= ψ e j (δ + γ ) e
s0
It is assumed that the sag occurs at t = 0. Then the
initial fluxes in the synchronous and stator reference
frames are:

ψ s (t = 0) =
ψ ss( t = 0 ) =

Vm

ω
Vm

ω

e j (δ +θ0 )

(10)

e j (δ +θ 0 + γ )

(11)

During the sag, the internal voltage of the machine
can be given by:

E ss( dur . sag ) = jhVm e j (θ 0 + δ ) e j ( ω t + γ )

(12)

The change in the flux can be obtained by
integration of voltage wave:
t

Δψ ss( dur .sag ) = ∫0 Ess dt
=

hVm

ω

(13)

e j (θ0 +δ +γ ) (e jωt − 1)

The resulting flux is thus obtained by adding the
change to the initial value. This results is as:

ψ ss( dur .sag ) =

Vm

ω

e j (θ0 +δ +γ ) (1 − s ) +

hVm

ω

e j (θ0 +δ +γ ) e jωt

(14)

To find the stator flux in the synchronous reference
frame, the transformation coefficient e-j(ωt+γ) can be
used:

ψ s ( dur . sag ) =

Vm

ω

(

e j (θ 0 + δ ) h + (1 − h ) e − jω t

)

(15)

Eq. (15) is described by a constant term and a
rotating term in negative direction. The constant term
multiplied by h which shows the average value of flux
reduces during the sag. The rotating term causes flux
changes in d-q axes coordination.
According to Eq. (15) and for specified values of θ0
and δ, the flux path during the sag will follow a circle
and moves one turn in each cycle. The starting point is
initial flux point. The centre of the circle is the point
that if the sag duration lasts enough, the flux will finally
reach to this point (ψs(t=∞)=hψs(t=0)). The radius of the
circle initially will be the distance between initial flux
and ψs(t=∞) named as ρ dA , and then reduces with armature
time constant. During the sag, the severity of torque
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pulsations deepends on this radius. The bigger radiuss of
the circle, thee more sever the
t torque pullsations.

ρdA =

Vm

ω

(1 − h)

(
(16)

Note thatt radius of thee circle only depends
d
on h and
is independennt of θ0 and δ.
δ Fig. 4(a) shoows the flux path
p
(dotted line) calculated byy FEM for h = 0.3, θ0 = -78
- o
o
and δ = 30 . Duration off the sag is asssumed 2 cyccles.
Not that thee exponential decay of thee modulus is not
predicted byy the simplifieed theory as we
w neglected the
stator resistannce.
When thhe voltage reestores, whichh is set by the
duration of thhe voltage sagg, the flux at each
e
point whhere
exists, tends to back to thhe initial pointt. Again, the flux
f
will point allong a new circle.
c
The larrger the distaance
between fluxx at the instantt of voltage reestoration and the
initial flux, the bigger thhe new circlee radius and the
more severe the torque pullsations.

ultiple of thee
If the duratiion of voltagee sag is a mu
perriod-time of the supply ((ωt = 2kπ where
w
k is ann
integer), the stattor flux will bee:

ψ ss =

Vm

ω

e j (θ 0 + δ + γ )

(17)

wh
hich is the sam
me as the initial flux. This means
m
that noo
add
ditional transsients would occur if the voltage wass
resstored at that instant.
i
Fig. 4(a) shows stattor flux (solidd
line) in the synchronous
s
reference frame after a
sym
mmetrical volltage sag occcurring. As ex
xpected, afterr
volltage restoratiion, the flux ppointed along a new circle..
Sin
nce the sag duuration is a muultiple of the period-time
p
off
thee supply, at thhe voltage restoration instan
nt, the flux iss
neaar to its initiaal position annd hence, thee torque peakk
willl be minimum
m.
On the otherr hand, if the dduration of th
he voltage sagg
is assumed α plus any nuumber of fulll periods, wee
ould have:
wo

ψ ss( t = tsag ) =

Vm

ω

(1 − h + he j (α + 2 k π ) )

(18))

When the vooltage is restored, the intern
nal voltage off
thee motor will be given by:

E ss = jV m e

j (θ 0 + δ

)

e

j (ω t + γ

)

(19)

The flux chaange is thus eqqual to:

Δ ψ ss( aftersag ) =
=

t

∫t = αω E s dt
Vm

ω

s

e

j (θ 0 + δ + γ )

(e

jω t

− e jα

)

(20)

Then the resuultant flux is:

ψ ss( aftersag ) =
(a)

Vm

ω

e

j (θ0 +δ + γ )

(

)

⎡(1 − h ) 1 − e jα + 1⎤
⎣
⎦

(21)

Performing the transform
mation in the synchronouss
refference frame yields:

ψ s ( aftersag ) =

Vm

ω

e

j (θ0 + δ )

(

)

⎡1 + (1 − h ) 1 − e jα e − jωt ⎤
⎦
⎣

(22)

This equatioon is similar to the expreession for thee
staator flux durinng the sag inn Eq. (15). An
A importantt
diffference is thee rotating term
m amplitude which
w
is equall
to the
t new circlee radius ρ rA :

ρrA = (1 − h)(1 − e jα ) = 2(1 − h)sin

(b)
f
in complexx coordination in
i the synchronnous
Fig. 4 Stator flux
reference fram
me during and after
a
symmetricaal sag of amplittude
h=0.3 and duraation (a):2 and (b): 1.5 cycles.

α

(23))
2
The point coorrespond to tthe maximum value of ρ rA
i.e.. α = 2kπ + π, producees the most sever torquee
pullsations (callled critical ssymmetrical sag).
s
In thiss
situ
uation, the flux
fl
at the ennding of the sag has thee
maaximum distannce from the iinitial value and
a the torquee
peaak after the vooltage restorattion will be maximum.
m
Fig..
4(b
b) shows the flux path in tthis situation calculated byy
FE
EM. As it is seeen, the new circle radius is larger thann
ρ dA .
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thee torque due to
t saturation. This is as a result of thiss
facct that the torqque is the prodduct of flux an
nd current andd
if the
t flux is reeduced due too saturation, the
t current iss
inccreased, so thee product is almost the samee.

Fig. 5 Torquee variations veersus time (h=00.3, sag duratiion=
2.167 cycles).

One otheer interesting case is α = 2kπ
2 + π/3. In this
condition ρdA = ρrA that means the seeverity of torrque
pulsations att the sag begginning and ending
e
are equual.
Fig. 5 show
ws the torquee variations at this situattion
calculated byy FEM.
5 Saturatioon Effects
In the analysis
a
of thhe transient performance of
PMSM duriing and afterr voltage saggs, the accurrate
calculation of the motoor behavior depends
d
on the
saturation coondition [16]. Let us consiider the Eq. (22)
(
again. It is obvious
o
that the
t rotating teerm of the staator
flux has twiice the ampliitude after vooltage restorattion
while α = 2kkπ + π and h = 0. Adding thhis to steady state
value, stator flux might be
b theoreticallly three timess as
much as in steady
s
state. Obviously, in
i real machinnes,
the flux cannot
c
reachh to this leevel due to the
saturation.
In order to study thhe saturation effects on the
operational characteristics
c
s of the PMSM, the model in
Eq. (1) has been implem
mented by FEM
F
again. The
T
difference iss that saturatioon is includeed by taking into
i
accounts B-H
H curve of steeel_1008 lam
mination for staator
of PMSM. In
I the analysiis of electricaal machines, the
problem beccomes nonlinnear due to the presencee of
ferromagnetiic materials. The
T permeability is a functtion
of the local magnetic
m
fieldd, which unknnown at the start
s
of the problem. In this case
c
we must use an iterattive
process and keep correctiing the permeeability until it
i is
consistent with
w
the fieldd solution. Thhe most popuular
method of deealing with noonlinear probllems in magnnetic
is the Newtoon-Raphson method
m
[17]. Fig.
F 6 shows the
flux density distribution of
o the PMSM at the instannt of
voltage restooration wheree h = 0.3, sagg duration is 1.5
cycles and saturation
s
is included. Thhe figure cann be
compared with
w Fig. 3(c) which showss the unsaturaated
model. As it can be seen, there is a siggnificant decreease
s
the mootor
in the calcullated flux dennsity. Fig. 7 shows
phase currennt with and wiithout saturation included. The
T
figure depicts that the phase
p
current is higher when
w
t
variatiions
saturation is included. Fiig. 8 shows torque
versus time with
w and withhout saturationn included. As
A it
is seen from
m this figure, there
t
is not soo much effectt on
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Fig
g. 6 Flux denssity distributioon at the instaants of voltagee
resttoration-sag deepth h=0.3, saag durations: 1.5- saturationn
included.

Fig
g. 7 phase curreent of PMSM veersus time – sag
g depth h = 0.3,,
sag
g durations: 1.55 cycles- with (red color) and
d without (bluee
collor) saturation.

g. 8 Torque verrsus time – sag depth h = 0.3,, sag durations::
Fig
1.5 cycles- withh (red color) and withoutt (blue color))
satu
uration.
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6 Conclusion
A simplified theoretical analysis is presented to
investigate the effects of voltage sags on PMSM torque
pulsations at the beginning and end of the sags. The
method can specify the most unfavorable conditions
during and at the ending instant of the symmetrical
voltage sag. The torque peak at the beginning on the sag
only depends on the sag depth and the initial point-onwave has no influence on it. The duration of the voltage
sag is as important as the depth of the sag for the peak
torque and current at the ending of the sag. The worst
peak torque occurs for h = 0 with a duration of half a
period plus any full periods.
FEM is utilized to confirm the theoretical analysis
and to simulate the saturation effect on the behavior of
permanent magnet synchronous motor subjected to
voltage sags. The results show that voltage sag may
cause saturation in the motor. Saturation causes
significant decrease in the flux density and increase in
the phase current but there is not so much effect on the
torque peaks.
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[3]

[4]

[5]

Appendix
Table 1 Data of designed PM synchronous motor.
Quantity
Input frequency
Input voltage (line-to-line)
Connection
Inner diameter of the stator
Outer diameter of the stator
Air gap in d axis (clearance)
Air gap in q axis (clearance)
Effective length of the stator core
Stacking factor for the stator core
Armature winding coil pitch
Length of a single overhang
Number of turns per phase
Number of parallel conductors
Number of stator slots
Stator wire conductivity at 20° C
Diameter of stator conductor
Width of the stator slot opening
Height of permanent magnet
Width of permanent magnet
Length of permanent magnet
Permanent magnetic flux density
Coercive force
Width of pole shoe
Thickness of pole shoe

Value
50 Hz
295.0 V
Y
82.5 mm
136.0 mm
0.3 mm
5.4 mm
103.0 mm
0.96
64.8 mm
90.8 mm
240
2
36
57 *10-6 S/m
0.5 mm
2.2 mm
5.0 mm
3*10 mm
100.0 mm
1.0 T
700.0 kA/m
32.4 mm
1.0 mm
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